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NEW QUESTION: 1
BC Corporation wants to use one ledger for its many subsidiary
companies that will share the global chart of accounts
structure and the corporate accounting calendar. The controller
is concerned about users charging the wrong company when
entering a journal entry. Which setup would address the
controller's concern?
A. Segment security rules prevent users from seeing companies
that they are not supposed to see.
B. Intercompany accounting ensures that if a wrong company is
used, at least intercompany accounting entries would be
created.
C. Cross-validation rules ensure that the proper code
combinations are used.
D. Journal approval ensures that journal entries are correct
and approved before they can be posted.
E. Suspense posting ensures that when there are unbalanced
entries, the system would make it balanced.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. Switchï¼ˆconfigï¼‰ï¼ƒspanning-tree vlan 750 priority 614440
B. Switchï¼ˆconfigï¼‰ï¼ƒspanning-tree vlan 750 priority
38003685
C. Switchï¼ˆconfigï¼‰ï¼ƒspanning-tree vlan 750 root primary
D. Switchï¼ˆconfigï¼‰ï¼ƒspanning-tree vlan 750 priority 0
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Although the spanning-tree vlan 10 root primary command will
ensure a switch will have a bridge priority value lower than
other bridges introduced to the network, the spanning-tree vlan
10 priority 0 command ensures the bridge priority takes
precedence over all other priorities.

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: A,C
Explanation:
E: Onwizard Software Release page page to select the Oracle
Database software release that you want to run on your
instance.
Note: When you create a database instance, you use the Create
Database Cloud Service wizard, which steps you through the
process of making the choices that produce a service instance
tailored to your needs. These choices include:
Service Level
Billing Frequency
Oracle Database Release Version
Oracle Database Edition

Computing Power
Database Storage
Backup and Recovery Configuration
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